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Service to Earth:
Earth Incarnations:

Dorian
Rigellian Grey/Humanhubrid
Rigel
5th
864 light years
Ashtar Command Mothership Commander
Liberation of Planet Earth
None

Biographical Information:
Dorian (Commander Dorian) of the Galactic Federation of Light, is a Rigellian grey/human hybrid. His mother is
the grey and his father is the human. He says he has 3 siblings, he's mated to a hybrid woman and has 4
children. He says he also has what he calls “program kids.” However, he was raised by 2 humans presumably
because the humans are more benevolent parents.
Dorian is part of a genetic enhancement program undertaken by the greys in order to change their DNA to
create more benevolent offspring. In Dorian's case, this experiment has worked because he has lovely energy.
At some point once the DNA is more evolved, it would be mixed in with the less evolved grey energy again. He
says they want to evolve so they allow their race to be changed this way. The grey DNA is limited with respect
to evolution; the human DNA is not. Maybe that's why they're such DNA masters.
He says Rigel is his home and there is a mix of many types of beings there. It tends to be fourth dimensional, of
lower more aggressive energies and warring. The Orion wars have filtered over to earth which now seems to
be part of it as an extension with its overbearing masculine energy.
He says that area in general is seeking upwards advancement. They want to become peaceful.
Dorian himself still volunteers his DNA for breeding programs. He says opting out is okay but they don't
because they understand that that's their contribution.
Because Dorian knows about war, he wanted to be a mothership commander because he's all about keeping
the peace. He mentioned that they study earthlings a lot because we're such a mix of light and dark, we're a
curiosity to them but they want to help us. He believes it can't be pleasant being a mix of such conflicting
energies. I told him it's not.
Dorian thinks that war is infectious – it spreads like a virus and he wants to stop it with the Galactic Federation.
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